All in one, one base for all.
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A collection of flexible
and interchangable photo
and video products.
The new XPRO Monopod+ family of photo
and video monopods brings to the market
the innovative FLUIDTECH system Base
for smooth footage and the possibility
to convert photo monopods in video monopods.
Thanks to the improved fluidity and the superior
performance of the leg, the XPRO Monopod+
ensure incredibly smooth footage, ultra-sharp
photos and creative shooting perspectives.

Product Family
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The fluid base fits all
the monopods, both
photo and video.
The new range is composed by 6
photographic models, in different
sizes and materials, and 6 video ones,
with different sizes, materials and top
camera connections.
The FLUIDTECH base is available as a
kit with all the new XPRO Monopod+
Video, but also available as an
accessory to convert the new XPRO
Photo Monopod+ to video monopods.

Photo
Monopod+
Family

Video
Monopod+
Family

3D Fluidity
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Fluidtech: a new level of
fluidity and smoothness
This exciting new generation brings image
makers the ground-breaking FLUIDTECH,
making Manfrotto XPRO Monopod+ the first
of its kind in the market featuring 3D fluidity to
deliver the ultimate smoothness in an extremely
compact solution for advanced video shooting.
When panning is priority, 3D rotation can be
blocked leaving pan movement free and giving
additional control to the shooting.

** vertical lock does not guarantee full self
standing support when camera is mounted
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Designed to make the difference.
All the new models are the best option for ease of use and versatility
and guarantee superior stability and portability thanks to powerful
lightweight aluminium & carbon fibre.
XPRO Monopod+ are 100% Made in Italy, superbly designed and
crafted, reliable in the most demanding situations - from weddings,
corporate videos, interviews and documentaries to sports events.

High versatility
1/4” – 3/8” thread
accommodate either the
camera or a specific head.
New Leg Warmer
The new Rubber Leg Warmer
increases dramatically the
comfort and hand grip.

3D Fluidity
Flexibility to switch from photo
to video application thanks to the
FLUIDTECH accessory base.

Quick Power Lock
Easy, instant locking and
adjustment with the Quick
Power Lock system.
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The new XPRO Monopod+ Video range is made by six high-performance models all featuring the
FLUIDTECH system base. The new range includes the ultra-compact aluminium and carbon fibre
versions for the maximum portability. 3 out of 6 models offer different camera connections, i.e.
sliding plate system, 2-way fluid head and video head.

FLUIDTECH
system base

Fluid aluminium video
monopod 4 sections

Fluid aluminium video
monopod 5 sections

Fluid carbon video
monopod 5 sections

MVMXPROBASE

MVMXPROA4

MVMXPROA5

MVMXPROC5

8kg
17.6lb

1,2kg
2.6lb

6kg
13.2lb

1,1kg
2.4lb

5kg
11lb

1kg
2.2lb

68cm
26.8in

192cm
75.6in

52,5cm
20.7in

153cm
60.2in

60,5cm
23.8in

188cm
74in

11,5cm
4.5in

0,4kg
0.9lb
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10,5cm
4.1in

Fluid aluminium video
monopod with sliding plate

Fluid aluminium video
monopod with 2Ways Head

Fluid aluminium video
monopod with 500 Video Head

MVMXPROA4577

MVMXPROA42W

MVMXPRO500

8kg
17.6lb

1,4kg
3lb

194,5cm
76.6in

501PL

70cm
27.6in

4kg
8.8lb

1,9kg
4.1lb

203cm
79.9in

200PL

78cm
30.7in

2,4kg
5.3lb

78cm
30.7lb

5kg
11lb

2,1kg
4.6lb

203cm 500PLONG
79.9in
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The new XPRO Monopod+ Photo range is specially designed
for performance in fields such as sports photography, birdwatching, travel and nature
photography. It comes in six versions, including a high payload version to support
the heaviest equipment and long lenses (up to 10kg/22lb). Adding the FLUIDTECH
base accessory, the photo monopods can also be used for shooting smooth videos.
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Aluminium photo monopod
3 Sections with base

Aluminium photo
monopod 3 Sections

Carbon photo
monopod 4 Sections

MMXPROA3B

MPMXPROA3

MPMXPROC4

10kg
22lb

1,1kg
2.4lb

10kg
22lb

0,7kg
1.54lb

7kg
15.4lb

0,6kg
1.32in

67cm
26.4in

168cm
66.1in

62cm
24.4in

160cm
63in

52cm
20.5in

164,5cm
64.8in

Aluminium photo
monopod 4 Sections

Carbon photo
monopod 5 Sections

Aluminium photo
monopod 5 Sections

MPMXPROA4

MPMXPROC5

MPMXPROA5

8kg
17.6lb

0,75kg
1.65lb

5kg
11lb

0,62kg
1.37lb

6kg
13.2lb

0,7kg
1.54lb

56cm
22in

180cm
70.9in

49cm
19.3in

176cm
69.3in

41cm
16.1in

141cm
55.5in

** MVMXPROA3B – not compatible
with the Fluidtech base
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The new Video Monopods ensure
incredibly smooth footage, thanks
to the integrated FLUIDTECH base
and the fluid video head on top.

The new Photo Monopods guarantee
ultra-sharp pictures and creative
shooting perspectives.
By adding the FLUIDTECH base
they become the perfect solution for
steady and fluid video footage.

All in one,
one base
for all.
The first of its kind featuring 3D fluidity
- pan, tilt and swivel - to deliver the ultimate
smoothness for advanced video shooting

The new Video Monopods ensure
incredibly smooth footage, thanks
to the integrated FLUIDTECH base
and the fluid video head on top.

The new Photo Monopods guarantee
ultra-sharp pictures and creative
shooting perspectives.
By adding the FLUIDTECH base
they become the perfect solution for
steady and fluid video footage.

All in one,
one base
for all.
The first of its kind featuring 3D fluidity
- pan, tilt and swivel - to deliver the ultimate
smoothness for advanced video shooting

A family of flexible and
interchangable photo
and video products.
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